
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mohammed 
   One of the incarnations of the Primordial Guru, or Master
(800727); Who is the same as Guru Nanak (830131); Born in the
month of November, and who died by poisoning (900818); Hazerat
Mohammed (MME), who spoke of Abraham, Moses, Christ and about
the Mother of Christ, with respect, and who therefore did not speak
of an exclusive religion of Islam (MME); Who taught the saying of
'Allah ho Akbar', with fingers in the ears, because the fingers used
are those that are linked to the Deity of Vishnu, and because the
Deity of Shri Krishna becomes Akbar (830202) 
   Who supported the institution of marriage, and because there were
few men at that time, and many women, advocated with the collective
sanction, the taking of more than one wife, so that the women were
protected, by existing within the marriage system (820711); Who
warned against drinking (820711); Who said, in the Koran, "At the
time of resurrection, your hands will speak" (840708; 830129) 
   Who said 'I am the last prophet' - to frighten the people, so that
they would take to living a dharmic life (790530); Who came back as
Nanaka, and who said 'Hindus and Muslims are the same people,
following the same religion - why are you fighting among yourselves?'
(790530); Whose grandsons were Hassan and Hussein, the two
Incarnations of the Disciple Principle (790530), and whose daughter
was Fatima, who herself was the Holy Ghost (811006) 
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Tape References 
Date/Ref - Title - Qual – mins 
790530 A Higher Life - A World of Bliss and Joy - Caxton Hall good 55 
800727 Guru Puja, Hampstead (incl. Statutes of Sahaja Yoga) good 70 
811006 Krishna to Christ, Houston (A New Age has started) Not good 80 
820711 Nabhi to Sahastrara, Derby good 90 
830129 Swadisthan Chakra, Delhi (False Gurus, & Conditionings) good 70 
830131 Nabhi Chakra, Delhi good 80 
830202 Vishuddhi Chakra - Delhi (+ Q&A: 5 mins) good 80 
840708 To Know the Truth - Ilford [with 40mins Q&A] good 40 
851128 William Blake, Hammersmith (C100) Not good  
900818 Evening before Shri Krishna Puja, Hallow Tree, Ipswich good 55 
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